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MAK Technologies:
Your trusted partner in training solutions
After 30 years in the modeling and simulation industry, we’ve made a name for ourselves as a
trusted supplier of COTS simulation technology. For three decades, we’ve built an open, modular
systems architecture that empowers our customers to choose which parts of the MAK ONE product
line-up best fit their solution, in harmony with the other technology elements in their design.
MAK is now taking that same trusted, problem-solving approach into the development and delivery
of training solutions.
We’ve always been a company that prioritizes openness, trustworthiness, and flexibility. We’ve
added the required skill sets to deliver specific training solution capabilities to end-users and
partner on bigger deals with our customers and system integrators.
Learn more about our role in training solution development.

MAK Legion shortlisted in the DisTec
Challenge!
This interview with Len Granowetter for the
DisTec Challenge covers the how’s, why’s,
and so what’s about the new MAK Legion
technology — our next-generation scalability
and communication framework that delivers
millions of simulated entities.
Going Hybrid in 2021
2020 changed all of us. In 2021, we’re
using our lessons learned to offer a hybrid
seminar session approach, where you’ll get
a better, richer MAK experience — virtually
and in-person.

MAKer Spotlight: Bill Kamer
A retired infantryman and Bradley Master
Gunner who served 23 years in the United
States Army, Bill is our go-to subject matter
expert for putting together specialized
demos and training scenarios for specific
customer needs.

Stay in the know!
Sign up for the MAK Live mailing list to know
when you can register for our next event!
Next up: the MAK ONE Seminar! Stay tuned
for more details!

Pssst. Did you know?
We can customize a MAK ONE training course just for you and your team.
Reach out to us at info@mak.com to learn more!

